
Case Study

Introduction

The client is a leading Medtech company offering a
range of medical devices including MRI, ultrasound,

pacemakers, x-ray, surgical machines, etc. These allow its

customers to enhance patient care.

Size: 7000 users
Industry: MedTech

Challenges

Challenges in amendment & renewal  

Poor handling of bundles

Issues in data entry and exit  

Error in data integration
66% time spending in creating quotes, proposals,  

approvals

Time-consuming product combo detection process

● Save 10 months of full-time

equivalent

● Save $5-$20Million

● Build 100K to 600K contracts

without errors

● 10X faster quote creation

● 95% decrease in approval

time

● 2X speed in the quote to cash

● 30%speedier ramp for new

reps

● Manual discount applying

mechanism

Save around $20 Million by  
optimizing your existing  
CPQ

Business Valuesof
QTC Implementation

www.commercecx.com
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The client was using Salesforce CPQ for configuring, pricing, and creating quotations. But due to

the lack of optimization, the client was unable to leverage a smarter CPQ. It used to take a lot of

time for the sales reps to find an ideal product combo and apply discounts. The approval cycles

were long and the overall process was creating chaos.

We suggested to our client an optimization strategy for the existing CPQ process with our

Salesforce expertise. Our solutions were:

Optimizing existing CPQ helped to identify and recommend the right product combination to

your customers faster with an automated process. Finding the right mix was critical and it

consumed more times of the sales reps.

It helped the client to find and auto-apply the right discounts for the products by saving time

and effort. Our solution helped to track various types of discounts including distributor and

partner.

Earlier, the client had a long and hierarchical approval cycle. But with our CPQ optimization, this

cycle became shorter and automatic with the setting of auto-approval rules.

It helped our client in managing quoting, contracting, and revenue across various channels.

While growing the revenue, it also gave visibility of the gross net income.

Additionally, it helped closing deals faster by streamlining the supply chain of the medical

equipment.

About CommerceCX: CommerceCX is a global consulting, design, and development firm. We
provide organizations with the solutions and services that support the transformation of a

commerce ecosystem. We specialize in CRM, Quote-to-Cash, Lead to Cash, and have strong

Salesforce, Apttus, and Microsoft Technologies expertise. Leveraging our solutions, organizations can

connect technology, data, and insights to unify and enhance the buying, selling, and service

experience that powers the commerce ecosystem.
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CPQ optimization brings auto-approval quotes
with a  shorter cycle time by saving time and effort

Begin your CPQ Optimizing journey today.
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